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	In the decade since the introduction of the first commercial lithium-ion battery research and development on virtually every aspect of the chemistry and engineering of these systems has proceeded at unprecedented levels. This book is a snapshot of the state-of-the-art and where the work is going in the near future. The book is intended not only for researchers, but also for engineers and users of lithium-ion batteries which are found in virtually every type of portable electronic product.


	Portable power applications continue to drive research and development of advanced battery systems. Often, the extra energy content and considerations of portability have outweighed economics when a system is considered. This has been true of lithium battery technologies for the past thirty years and for lithium ion battery systems, which evolved from the early lithium battery development. In recent years, the need for portable power has accelerated due to the miniaturization of electronic appliances where in some cases the battery system is as much as half the weight and volume of the powered device.
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Java and Mac OS X (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is for Java programmers interested in developing OS X applications, but not interested in leaving Java behind. Java applications can look and feel just like other OS X programs. Your Java programs can take advantage of any OS X technology.


	Learn the guidelines of integrating Java with native Mac OS X applications with...
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Process Improvement and CMMI® for Systems and SoftwareAuerbach Publications, 2010

	Presenting the state of the art in strategic planning and process improvement, Process Improvement and CMMI® for Systems and Software provides a workable approach for achieving cost-effective process improvements for systems and software. Focusing on planning, implementation, and management in system and...
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XML and SOAP Programming for BizTalk ServersMicrosoft Press, 2000
The eXtensible Markup Language, or XML, is a simple technology that has taken  the computer world by storm. Even before XML was formally adopted, Microsoft  Chairman Bill Gates called XML a "breakthrough technology" because he saw the  value of defining data transactions in an open, platform-independent way. Since  then, many standards...
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Deep Brain Stimulation: A New Frontier in PsychiatrySpringer, 2012

	Deep Brain Stimulation: A New Frontier in Psychiatry provides an overview of current developments and the future possibilities of deep brain stimulation for patients with therapy-refractory psychiatric disorders. The side-by-side presentation of clinical applications and animal research provides a truly translational approach. Also...
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Applying Guiding Principles of Effective Program Delivery (Best Practices and Advances in Program Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	While today’s programs continue to grow in size and complexity, at the same time, their success rates remain low. To manage programs effectively in this environment, project managers and program managers must take a "consultative approach" that applies a core set of guiding principles across every function of the program....
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Machine Vision HandbookSpringer, 2012

	The automation of visual inspection is becoming more and more important in modern industry as a consistent, reliable means of judging the quality of raw materials and manufactured goods . The Machine Vision Handbook  equips the reader with the practical details required to engineer integrated mechanical-optical-electronic-software...
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